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Preface, 2008: November of this year is the 25th anniversary of my November 
1983 map of the Eagle Beach Scout Camp. Some day I may create an update 
map, using the same stipple method as in the early, pre-GIS version, perhaps 
by cloning the 1983 patterns in Photoshop. Meantime, it seems appropriate to 
commemorate the past quarter century by recording some of the things I’ve 
learned about my favorite delta. Here’s an celebratory compilation of maps and 
air photos and 'essay-captions.' 

Preface, 2020: Well, I've waited more than a decade, and still haven't made 
a stippled update. But I do have new mapping resources—mostly thanks to the 
CBJ wetlands project with it's high-res imagery and LiDAR—that deserve incor-
poration. So I'm taking the opportunity to convert this document from portrait-
facing pages to horizontal, for easier screen viewing. And—n the exciting, frus-
trating, obscenity-inducing timesuck called ArcGIS Pro— to make a lot 
more maps. . .

Cover:  View ENE up Asx'ée, twisted tree (Eagle River) 
into Juneau Icefield, by US Navy in 1929.  ●  This image: 

Young spruces on outer spit of Asx'ée delta.

Place names 
convention 

In all my writing since publi-
cation of Haa L’éelk’w Hás 
Aani Saax’ú: Our grand-

parents’ names on the land 
(Thornton & Martin, eds. 

2012), I’ve used Tlingit place 
names whenever available, 
followed by their translation 
in italic, and IWGN (impor-

tant white guy name) in 
parentheses. Euro-names, 
however regal or preemp-
tive, were afterthoughts. 

Example: Kadigooni 
X’áat’, island with spring 

water (Spuhn Island). Where 
no place name is listed in 

Thornton & Martin, I default 
to the IWGN. 

Asx’ée
First things first. Eagle Beach may now be Boy Scout property, thanks to the fore-
sight and imperial prerogatives of former territorial Governor George Parks. But 
prior to that it belonged to the L’eeneidí people. In 1946, William Kunz stated: 

“I am a native of Juneau, born at Eagle River—Asx’ée—on May 7, 1875. My grandfather was born there. . . At the time 
of my birth at Eagle River, I estimate the number of my people to have been in excess of 50. . . My forebearers . . . have 
continuously used the Eagle River area for their summer and winter camps.” 

When I was caretaker of the Scout Camp in the 1980s, I called Edward Kunz Sr, grandson of William, to 
ask him about his memories of Asx’ée, twisted tree, (Eagle River). He expressed interest in revisiting the 
camp—said that as a boy he had tied some alders in knots and would like to try to relocate them. How I wish I 
had arranged for that visit! History doesn't mean enough to us when we are young.  

As for its modern name, “Eagle Beach” and “Eagle River” are derivatives of “Eagle Glacier” from which 
they spring. The glacier was named by naval commander Richard Meade in 1869 “because of this feature’s 
resemblance to an eagle with outstretched wings.” Meade’s view of Eagle Glacier was from saltwater. Today, 
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NW over Eagle Beach 
from the 'Crows Nest'—a 

broken-top hemlock on 
500-foot knob S of the 

camp. Traced and stippled 
from 2 overlapping 35mm 

slides taken in 1988.

from Favorite Channel, it looks nothing like an eagle; over the 
last 130 years, glacier surface has downwasted hundreds of feet.

Meade's journals are on google books. I prepared an illustrated 
version, heavily footnoted, one of the most important historical 
documents from the early years of the Alaska Purchase. 1

1   http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/just-before-the-camera-the-
journal-of-richard-meade/ 

Imagine 50 people living year round at Asx’ée at the 
peak of the Little Ice Age, before electricity, firearms, even 
before fuel lamps. Brown bear ruled the flats then. Winter 
snow piled deeper. Uplift meadow was non-existant; we 
wouldn’t recognise the shoreline. Was the village north or 
south of the river?   
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Scout property, roughly. Inexact fit of city parcels layer on orthopho-
to. Coastal properties end at Mean High Water, or 15.4 feet above 
MLLW. Scouts don't own the Sedge or Goosetongue Flats, nor, in 

fact, the spruce groves NE of Porky Ridge. I didn't realize this when 
I was caretaker, the scouts didn't either. In the 1980s we thinned 

subdominant spruces in the Aisle, assuming it was scout property.    

My Eagle Beach sojourn
I was oblivious to the L’eeneidí history 
of Asx’ée when I moved to Eagle River 
Scout Camp in winter of 1980. My 
predecessors in the caretakership were 
Tom Schmidt, and then Marty Peale 
with whom I overlapped for a year. In 
the early years, the caretaker cabin had 
no electricity, and after Marty moved 
to town, I often went 2 weeks without 
seeing another person. I remained as 
Eagle Beach caretaker until 1992.

Asx’ée is where I became a natural-
ist. I tried to learn everything I could 
about its square mile or so of delta and 
fringing forest, beginning with names 
of plants and animals. Once comfortable 
with identifications, I asked 'process' ques-
tions: Who eats who? How has the estuary 
changed over time? I took thousands of field notes, and developed relation-
ships with specialists in geology, hydrology, botany, forestry, fisheries and 
wildlife biology, who helped frame my observations in context of their disci-
plines (so much for the concept of the "self-taught" non-academic). 

In 1983, I created a detailed map of the Natural Communities of Eagle 
Beach, which included a grid, refered-to in note-taking. I printed 500 copies 
in B&W, and hand colored maybe 30 for friends. The original still exists, but 
I have no remaining copies for sale. 

In the 1980s, an energetic set of teachers from Harborview Elementary 
School (Judy Maier, Janey Homan, Sue Baxter, Shirley Campbell and others) 2001

 1983
From early field notes. In shady 

pockets, snow persisted into May
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Eagle Beach Field Biology Camp. Needs retake!  1984

brought classes to Scout and Methodist Camps for spring overnights at school year's end. I began 
assisting with their field trips, and this partnership eventually evolved into Discovery Southeast, 
an educational non-profit that is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year. 1 

My connection with Scouting was unshaven and oblique. I didn't cater to marching or flags, 
but at Asx’ée it was easy to see that coming and fade into the brush. Once a year, I paid my 
dues by orchestrating the Environmental Science Merit Badge—most feared and demanding of 

1  This part was written for the first edition in 2008. Discovery's now (2020) 32 years old! 

requirements for the exalted Eagle status. In 
retrospect, I admit the recipe was well thought-
out. Boys had to spend a lot of solo time, 
just observing on their chosen plot. The grid 
system on my habitat map turned out to be just 
right for spacing em out—defining individual 
study areas. 

In 1984, with state funding secured by Bill 
Ray, friends and I started the Eagle Beach 
Field Biology Camp (left). As my inaugu-
ral experience in lucrative natural history 
gigs (almost an oxymoron in those days), 
this definitely spoiled me. What a difference 
from pounding nails! With colleagues such 
as aquatic ecologist Sandy Milner (now the 
'grandfather' of fishstream succession study in 
Glacier Bay) and Dick "Cosmos" Elsworth, 

Profile & crude sketch map 
at Crow Point, when I was 
realizing that crest-trough 
patterns were not classic 

dunes, as Thilenius had led 
me to expect.    1983
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ironman mountaineer, I got to 
teach inspired kids right in my 
front yard. I was crushed when 
funding dried up in 1985. My 
mentor, Gustavus naturalist 
Greg Streveler, commiser-
ated but was not surprised. "A 
naturalist has to have a lot 
of irons in the fire" he coun-
seled, prophetically. I've since 
learned to always be working 
on 6 projects in hopes that at 
least one will prove renumera-
tive. Free-lance natural history 
resembles hunting and gather-
ing in this regard.

In 1988, Cathy Pohl joined 
me at Eagle Beach, just as 
Discovery Southeast was 
being formed. We remained 
for 4 more years, until the 
increasingly frequent 60-mile 
round-trip commute became 
burdensome (she worked in 
town). In 1992, we moved to a 
shack at 16-mile. 

But I'll never forget my debt 
to Eagle Beach. As a college 
dropout I have no PhD, MS, or  1988
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Party at Eagle Beach. One of the more intense 
weeks of my life—xxxx May, 1988—when Cathy 
and I simultaneously hosted both Mom & Dad, and 
the nationally notorious ecologist Dan Simberloff. 

Left to right: Dan, Kathy Yurman, Pam 
Carstensen, Judy Hall, Dave Harris, Beth and Dan 
Bishop, Paul Alaback.

 1988
BS. My 'degree' is from Asx'ée/L'ux University. 2

2 This was written in 2008. In spring, 2020, I was given an honorary degree by UAS. But to the degree it reflected an educational process, my 
formative 'campus' was Asx'ée delta.

By the late 1980s, while cultivating the teaching networks that would soon evolve into Discovery Southeast, I imagined bringing students and 
nature-pilgrims to Asx'ée—clearly the place I wanted to spend my life. Not stopping to consider that, as a committed maverick, I'd be the world's 
most inept and unmotivated administrator, I conjured some sort of institute. Surely it was fate that Herbert-Eagle Research & Education spelled 
HERE. Jeez, I could sell it on that catchy acronym alone, right?

But the Eagle Beach Field Biology Camp of 1984 had been a lucky one-off—thanks soley to power-broker Bill Ray's momentary nostalgia 
over a sweet, formative childhood camp experience, What I couldn't yet account for in the late 80s were the simple logistics of gasoline, and the 
hourly breakdown of a teacher's day. Nature education—except for rare remote adventures—needs to happen right outside the doors of existing 
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Until well into my (spozedly?) adult life, I 
refused to own or use a camera, preferring to 
reserve my artistic energies for pen-&-ink illus-
tration. In May, 1988, my parents spent several 
weeks at Asx'ée. On leaving, they presented me 
with a Minolta Maxxim 35mm camera. It was 
past time to relax my anti-film resistance, and I 
did so with abandon.

This winter/spring [2020], I borrowed a slide 
scanner from Gustavus historian Jim Mackov-
jak. Thousands of .jpgs—many of them taken at 
Asx'ée—are now freshly organized into folders 
and subfolders documenting the concluding third 
of my 1980-92 delta sojourn. Ultimately, many 
of them deserve a place in this document. But I 
guess that's a task for some other winter.  

schools. Teachers, unlike me, are saints, fired in the kilns of those 
schools I skirted. Thanks to patient civilizing by Cathy Pohl, I 
slowly recognised this, and figured out ways to work the system 
from outside. We needed a bunch of irreverent wilderness rangers, 
to pull kids outside and show em how to bushwack. In those days, 
those scouts mostly worked for Ken Leghorn, at Alaska Discovery, 
Inc. 
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Key to the communities
1983 descriptions refer in some cases to features since disappeared. 

Sloughs and lagoons  Sloughs such as Honker (sandy bottomed) 
drain almost completely at low tide. Muddy-bottomed channels such 
as Dowitcher Slough and Dabbler Lagoon [vanished in 1990s] retain 
considerable water. Dowitcher has lowest salinity from river influ-
ence. Vegetated slough bottoms are stippled. 

Bare mud and river cobbles  Margins of Eagle River, Dowitcher Slough 
and Dabbler Lagoon. Mostly hard-packed, but head of sedge flat has 
considerable fine gooey silt.

Sandy intertidal  Coarse sand and fine gravel, largely granodiorite 
washed down from the Herbert and Eagle headwaters. Berms and outly-
ing bars are seasonally and daily rearranged. Some uplifted spits are 
becoming stabilized. River Spit is now (1983) partly vegetated. 

Sedge Flat  Lyngbye sedge, with silverweed on higher margins. From 
13 to 16 feet above MLLW along brackish sloughs & lagoons, in areas 
subject to heavy siltation.

Goosetongue Flat  Goosetongue, alkaligrass, seabeach sandwort, 
atriplex and sand spurry are characteristic. This flat is protected from 
river sedimentation by raised berms, so coarse sand and gravel are 
widespread, and ocean salinity prevails. Three subtlely different subcom-
munites are indicated by different symbols and colors. Lowest (on left) is 
densest cover, from 13.5 to 15 feet elevation, with thick tufts of alkali grass. Central 
subcommunity is sparser, from 15 to 16 feet. Highest, on right, is found from 16 
to 17.5 feet. An unidentified moss occurs here, quite unusual since mosses are 
generally intolerant of salinity. 

Ryegrass-beach pea transition. Dense rye shades almost everything but beach 
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pea, who survives by climbing it. Occurs on well-drained sand in uppermost intertidal, from 
18 to 21 feet, as a fringe or belt around higher beach ridge communities. 

Debris line  Down log symbols mark extent of today’s highest tides (but glacial rebound 
has raised some of these beyond active EHW). This line typically separates species-poor 
ryegrass-beach pea association from species-rich uplift meadow community.

Beach ridge and riparian flats  From 22 to 31 feet on highest beach-ridge crest. Taller 
species—lupine, fireweed, cow parsnip and ryegrass—reach chest height. Sand-gravel substrate of outer 
ridge is excessively drained, while the river-margin flats include pockets of poorly drained 
silts. On outer ridge, a series of crests and swales are indicated. 

Alder fringe  Both red and Sitka alder occur in this ecotone at Eagle Beach. Heavy leaf 
litter discourages most understory species except wintergreen and ground cone.

Outlying groves  Beach ridges and riparian flats support dense stands of young Sitka 
spruce. The Aisle, on silt, initiated at cessation of hay-mowing in the early 1960s. Oldest 
spruces at Crow Point Grove are barely apparent on a 1929 oblique aerial. They are now 
[1983] surrounded by a second generation of saplings. Eventually, all of Outer Ridge will be 
forested, as Inner Ridge now is.

Terrace forest  An uplifted marine terrace at 30 to 35 feet is now occupied by closed forest.
Substrate is sand and gravel, similar to today’s goosetongue flat at 15 to 17 feet.  Spruce 
dominates margins, but >90% of the big southern stand is hemlock. Most trees germinated 
between 1800 and 1820, suggesting the terrace dates to peak of Little Ice Age in the mid 
1700s. This indicates uplift of about 20 feet in 225 years, or ~1 inch per year, agreeing with 
locally measured rates. [PS 2014: LiDAR-revealed cutbanks indicate uplift of only 11 feet 
from today's EHW at 21 ft to LIA EHW of ~32 feet. But I now think that rise commmenced not 
at peak LIA but lagged behind ice-recession onset by nearly a century.]   

The forest has been cut away on the map above the 40-foot contour, which forms the back edge of the 
marine terrace. Immediately above, on upland slopes, are large hemlocks, many centuries old. The forest 
on Porky Ridge is structurally diverse, ranging from closely-stocked, even-aged blowdown forest to very 
large, uneven-aged old growth in protected hollows. Ancient spruce behind Porky Ridge. 1992
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Out-the-road in Google Earth 
oblique view, looking NE.

Mount Golub in the Chilkat 
Range, from Outer Ridge.   

The context
Discovery Southeast hopes to 
inspire renewed educational use of large-
group facilities 'out-the-road,' which have regrettably 
waned in the 40 years since I first began playing with kids at 
Asx'ée. On this oblique context view I've labeled 4 camps suitable for over-
nights with full classes. From NW to SE: Echo Ranch, Methodist Camp, Scout Camp, 
and Eagle Valley Center (EVC). Other State Parks rental cabins can sleep smaller groups at Cowee 
Meadows and Eagle Rec Area. In addition to these facilities, the new Héen Latinee Experimental Forest 
has an educational mandate and should be considered for more remote, off-trail adventures. From icefield 
to ocean, the context of Asx'ée as a nature-education destination is unsurpassed on planet earth.

Local teachers are Discovery's core clientele, among the hardest-working and most effective people we 

 1984
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0610 visit, follow-up to the 0509 burn. Arrows to Scout and Methodist Camps. 2020

know. In 2014, DSE director Shawn Eisele and I began to consider ED593 
recertification offerings 'out the road.' We had 4 incentives:

● Places accessible from Juneau roads include world-class wilderness & wildlife 
habitat that would be declared National Park in the lower 48.
● Teachers 'enabled' in those places can actually return with their students, 
whereas only the luckiest k-12 classes will ever experience Xutsnoowú, bear fort, 
or Sdakweix Lutú, (Point Adolphus) or see an icefield from a helicopter.
● Juneau-area expeditions reduce operating costs and fossil fuel consumption.
● Local expeditions strengthen partnerships between Discovery, hosting facilities 
'out-the-road,' other educational institutions and guiding companies to reinvigo-
rate outdoor education in the Juneau School District. 

So far [2020] this reinvigoration of 'out-the-road' education remains 
pretty much a fantasy. A pilot course in July 2015 barely filled, and our 
teacher workshops subsequently moved close to the schools. As an idea-
generator who rarely invests the networking time necessary to actually 
launch these projects, I deserve a good share of the blame. 

In month-4 of the pandemic, it isn't obvious what nature education will 
look like a year or a decade or a century from now. All I can do—or, more 
honestly, want to do—is quietly paint this tribute to my favorite place, my 
message in a bottle, Then, hope it washes up on some fruitful shore.
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GIS historical series
The following 6 right-side maps were traced from historical aerials, which are shown in 
lower left. (Exception, below, is an earlier map, because the 1929 aerial was an oblique.)
My 1983 communities map gives place names. Both maps and aerials are positioned on 
successive pages so that in Acrobat you can toggle from one to the next, holding a pencil on 
features of interest, to watch em change over time. 

Three geo-climatic forces collectively explain most of the change in this series: 1) At 
an uplift rate of 0.8 inches per year, land has risen ~6 feet since 1929. Tidal and supratidal 
communities advanced seaward in response. 2) In addition to glacial rebound, storm waves 
remodeled the outer beach, and 3) river migration heavily altered the northern portions of 
this map series. 

1929    This document's cover—an oblique by the Navy—showed the central Goose-
tongue Flat mostly unvegetated. Honker Slough, 
which originated as a distributary of Eagle River 
according to a 1910 map (page 18), now headed in 
the fenny swale south of today’s Aisle. 

On left is Adolf Knopf's geology map overlaid 
on 2013 bare earth. Two cabin symbols are on the 
outer ridge

 1929

 1910

Same colors as in 
preceding hand-drawn 

map.
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 1948

1948     Within 2 decades the head of Honker was cut off by southward erosion of the main 
channel of Eagle River that finally stopped at Crossbill Grove. Trees were springing up at 
Crow Point. Two curving sand bars enclosed a pair of mud flats that probably supported 
sparse sedge marshes. Note that the main channel swung strongly northward, giving these 
bars a temporary reprieve. 

My habitat interpretations are coarse and speculative on both the 1929 and 1948 aerials; 
these B&W photos, relatively low-res compared to later imagery. To glean a little more 
information from the imagery, below, check out the stereo version, following

 1948
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1962  Trees at Crow Point were still scattered individuals, and those on the Inner Ridge 
had not yet coalesced into a closed forest as shown on the 1983 map. Honker Slough was in 
roughly the same position as today. It has been much less dynamic and migratory than the 
river-influenced sloughs to the north. 

Goosetongue covered a larger portion of the central flats than it does today. High tides 
reached right up to the access road at the base of Inner Ridge

When I mapped Eagle Beach in 1983, Dowitcher Slough was a dead-end system that 
filled and emptied at the northeast corner of the map. But in 1962 it was a distributary of 
the river that still spanned the sedge flats. In addition, a sand bar reached much farther out 
onto the flats to the northwest, enclosing a second sedge flat equal in size to today’s system 
on Dowitcher Slough. When you walk the outer beach near the Undermine Grove, you still 
occasionally find pieces of the rhizome mat from this vanished marsh, exhumed from the 
sands by wave erosion. It’s difficult to tell from the 1962 B&W air photo how much of the 

sedge flats were vegetated; some may have been 
bare mud. (See page xx for a 4-year contrast 
between 1979 and 1984 photos.)

Why has the northwestern corner of this map 
changed so much? On the following 1948 aerial 
there’s an additional sandbar enclosing yet another 
sedge flat. Presumably, the frequency of landform-
altering storms striking this beach has remained 
relatively constant. More likely, these changes 
relate to migrations of the main channel, which in 
1948 occupied today’s Dowitcher Slough, thence 
swinging northward and avoiding the double-bar 
system. By 1962 (stereopair, page xx), it was 
cutting through the outermost of the 1948 sedge 
flats.   

 1962

 1962
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1984    Color codes on this map are identical to those on the hand-drawn version, page 1. 
Crow Point trees had coalesced into a contiguous stand. All outlying groves expanded in 
size, as the original cohort reached reproductive age and began to cast its own seed. 

The large northwestern sedge flat had eroded away, leaving only Dabbler Lagoon, at the 
time a favorite ambush site for duck-hunters. Another, even more ephemeral lagoon formed 
behind “Shifty Spit” on the beach in front of the Potlatch.

Grasses began to invade the upper reaches of the Goosetongue flat. If I were creating this 
map today, I would redefine the salt marsh subcommunities; instead of a 3-class system I’d 
simply map low marsh (here mostly goosetongue and alkali grass) and high marsh, with 
rye- and hairgrass and squirrel-tail grass. More information and measurements of salt marsh 
vegetation are on page xx. The blue-green code for ryegrass is the upper portion of the high 
marsh.

 1984

 1984
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2009    I created this map from the 2001 SWCA high-resolution digital photography. 
Unlike the 1983 map, it has not been ground-truthed. Some of the community boundaries 
are speculative, particularly the 3 sub-communities within the Goosetongue Flat.

In 1983, I predicted the crest of Outer Ridge would soon have a continuous strip of 
forest. Although the groves already established in 1983 have continued to expand around 
their margins, it’s difficult for spruce seed to penetrate the moss layer beneath lush meadow 
vegetation. A disturbance is required, such as rooting by bears, or the 1982 grassfire 
mapped on the panel for 1984. Spruces germinated prolifically in the nutritious ash. Half of 
the burn site was subsequently washed away, but the eastern half is now the largest spruce 
grove between Crow Point and the Undermine Grove.

Dabbler Lagoon washed away in the 1990s, but erosion that I once thought might break 
into the Goosetongue Flat has reversed, and the Undermine Grove is now set back 120 feet 
from the beach

As on the Mendenhall Wetlands, low marsh is 
losing out to grass-dominated high marsh in the 
central Goosetongue Flat. On page 8, compare 
the position of the dashed line in 1979 and 
1996. This low marsh/high marsh break is more 
ecologically relevant than the 3 subcommunities 
I mapped in 1983, which are pretty unique to the 
very unusual Goosetongue Flat. I’ve since visit-
ed dozens of salt marshes throughout Southeast, 
and none resemble it.

 2009

 2009
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2019   xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx

 2019

 2019
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*includes 
all 3 sub

communities

Changes in percent cover with glacial rebound. Sedge and 
goosetongue probably peaked in the 1960s. Other types 
have steadily increased.   

 2013 bare earth

1929 1948 1963 1983 2009 2019

sedge 0 12 49 14 20 16

outlying groves 0.25 1 3 17 31 44

ryegrass 22 13 14 25 24 21

meadow 20 49 57 57 65 68

goosetongue 55 57 86 80 76 40
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Excerpts from Risen Valleys report 
In 2002-3, Kathy Hocker and I studied wildlife use in 
the region between Asx'ée and Eeyák'w (Eagle River & 
Amalga Harbor) for the Southeast Alaska Land Trust 
(SEALTrust). Because of the importance of glacial 
rebound to this area, we began to refer to it as the Risen 
Valleys (Carstensen & Hocker, 2003) 

These 2 map panels were created for our summary 
report. They cover a larger area than the following 
photos, which are more specific to the scout camp, and 
help to place it in a geomorphic/hydrologic context. 

1910 Bedrock geologic map by Adolph Knopf, USGS. 
Horse tram connected Eagle River Landing (south of 
mapped area) with Amalga Mine in Eagle valley. A) 
Asx'ée/L'ux (Eagle/Herbert) confluence was far down-
stream of today’s position. B) Tram crossed south L'ux 
in today’s Bear Bog on Scout Trail. C) Apparently less 
than half of L'ux’s flow was in the channel we know 
today, because... D) the river split and connected to 
Asx'ée through this northern area. Rivers were not yet 
downcutting, but “aggrading,” ie, still migrating and 
building the floodplain. E) Distributary through today’s 
goosetongue flats! Compare positions of A, B, D & E on 
1996 photo.

1996 NASA flew SE Alaska in color infra-red. Compare 
positions of A, B, D & E to the 1910 map. A) is position 
of the former Asx'ée/L'ux  confluence; B) the old tram 

crossing; C) This channel now carries the entire 
flow from Herbert Glacier;  D) the former Herbert 
main channel, now a Forest Service fish enhance-
ment project; E) where an active distributary once 
ran through Honker Flats.

Compare the dashed line - - - - on the 1996 
photo with its position on the 1979 inset (also by 
NASA). This is the contact between low marsh 
(goosetongue/alkaligrass) and high marsh (taller 
grasses), migrating seaward with glacial rebound. 
Loss of low marsh to the less valuable high marsh 
grasses is a serious problem for grazers like geese, 
deer and bear, both here and on the Mendenhall 
wetlands.

Dabbler Lagoon (X) was gone by the 1990s.  1910
 1996
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View west over Asx'ée, July 
1983. Dabbler Lagoon (since 
vanished) in center distance. 

Right: Fire, Inside Flat  1983

 1989

 2002

Delta from 
the south, 

April 29

Aerial obliques
The above photo shows unvegetated surfaces (pale grey) in the fore-
ground. The Inside Flat is heavily used in summer for archery and 
other scout activities. It was also burned accidentally in 1989, when a 
school-teacher/pack-leader torched some grasses in an effort to expe-
dite the finding of lost arrows. 

As seen on the 2002 oblique, that Inside Flat was filling rapidly 
with young spruce. Compare the same area on the 1929 oblique, 
when it was completely barren. This remained the case on the 1948 
and 1962 aerials, on which it again shows almost white. I assume this 
retarded succession is from continuing heavy Scouting disturbance. 
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Female red crossbill. 
Crossbill Grove, March 
2003. Finch flocks 
descend to the mud here, 
presumably for minerals 
unavailable in their normal 
seed diet.

2013

Above: US Navy oblique 
taken in June 1929. Much 
of today’s Goosetongue 
Flat was bare sand. No 
trees visible at Crow Point.  
Today they’re beginning to 
close ranks into a solid line, 
but meadow-capture may 
retard final closure into the 
22nd century.

Below: Asx’ée rebounded 
about 5 feet in the inter-
val between these photos. 
But while river-influenced 
sloughs on the left migrated 
like a whipped rope, those 
within the goosetonge flats 
have remained remarkably 
stable. This can probably be 
attributed to the tenacious 
and often deep rhizome mat 
of saltmarsh halophytes, 
which binds the banks 
and 'locks-in' the lacing 
channels.

Note considerable reces-
sion of glaciers in the 
background. 

1929
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Stereo history
This series contains 1 (non-stereo) oblique and 5 vertical aerials of Asx'ée/L'ux, shot by 
the Navy, USFS, NASA, and Quantum Spatial. Except for the oblique above, I’ve created 
stereo pairs from contiguous shots in the same flight line. View these in 3D with a stereo-
scope, preferably on a high-res tablet. Pinch-zoom the paired images to ~12 to 14 cm 
across. On a pair like the 48s, scroll them up and down beneath the stereoscope. 

On steregrams—unlike 2D maps and aerials where north is up—it's rotated left. Flight 
lines ran N-S, and stereo viewing is oriented perpendicular to the flight line. 

1929  A much larger area of the Goosetongue Flats was bare in this image than in later 
photos. At 0.8"/yr rebound, land was 5 feet lower, so tidal coverage was much more 
frequent. Elevation near Honker Slough is about 14 feet today; close to the lower toler-

ance of halophytic vasculars like goosetongue. A 9-foot elevation 
(14-5 = 9) was prohibitive for all but seaweeds.

In left distance near the river is a white arrow showing earliest 
outlying spruces—the Crossbill Grove. The river channel was still 700 

 1948

 1929
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feet from this little stand. By 1948—only 19 years later—the river 
eroded to the edge of these spruces. Hikers pass this grove today 
on the bank of Dowitcher Slough. 

Seaward from Crossbill Grove was a pale crescent of unveg-
etated land (black arrow)—today’s Hilly Groves. I'm puzzled by 
landforms here; mounds suggest human disturbance but it seems 
unlikely it could date back that far. Are these true dunes? 

1948  The most striking feature on the 48s is the double-bar marsh 
off the NW point. We lack 3D coverage because the right-hand 
image clips it off. By 1962 the pale enclosing berm was quite high: 
these weren’t just ephemeral berms that shifted seasonally, like the 
sand waves that show at low tide.

Soon after 1948 the main channel stopped its southward cutting, 
sparing the Crossbill Grove. When the river returned to its northerly 
route, Dowitcher Slough remained as a distributary (1962), and 
later a dead-end gut (1984 through present).

Other than Crossbill Grove, the only outlying spruces visible in 
1948 imagery were at Campfire Grove, 3 clusters on the Inside 
Ridge, and a scattering of trees at Crow Point. 

At 0.8 in/yr rebound, land was 3 feet lower than today in 1948. 
Compare palest grey tints in the center of the Goosetongue Flat 
to this same area on the preceding 1929 and following 1962s. 
Perhaps the lowest margins of Honker Slough were still partially 
unvegetated, and didn’t achieve full cover until the 1960s.

Bridge to just-abandoned Satko Homestead shows on L'ux.

1962  Recently completed bridges spanned both rivers, providing 
car access to Methodist Camp, but Satko bridge was gone. From 
camp, a dirt road hooked back to a gravel quarry at the Asx'ée/L'ux 
confluence. 

The combined Asx'ée/L'ux now ran along the extreme left 
edge of the image. This northward shift from its 1948 position left 

 1962
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Dowitcher as a side channel, and washed away the outermost 
berm and sedge marsh. You can think of these river meanders 
gradually sweeping downstream like a loop in a whipped rope. 

At Crow Point, scattered spruces are taller, but haven’t colo-
nized additional space. There was more dramatic change from 
1962 to 84 than from 1948 to 62. Trees reached reproductive 
age after the sixties, and began to seed prolifically into the 
surrounding meadow. Mosses are patchier on the skirts of the 
conifers, allowing some seed to reach exposed mineral soil. 

The 1962s are good for studying the limits of a smooth-cano-
pied forest on Big Porky, the 900 foot ridge in center. These 
same-height hemlocks are former understory saplings that rose 
after a major wind storm in 1883.

Although a distributary passed through Goosetongue Flat 
in 1910, uplift has since isolated that marsh from erosion and 
sedimentation. Honker gently fills and empties with clear sea 
water, and scarcely migrated between 1948 and today.

1979  NASA photographed almost all of Southeast Alaska from 
80,000 feet with color infra-red film in 1979. This very high 
perspective allows us to see most of the unglaciated lower half 
of the watershed. Herbert Glacier is in the upper right. It’s since 
receded  nearly half a mile, exposing bare granodiorite bedrock 
(photo below.

 1979
 2006
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1984  When this photo was taken by the Forest Service, I was 
a 4-year resident of the Scout Camp, avidly recording every-
thing that flew by or sprouted. This is the Eagle Beach that’s still 
stamped in my brain.   

In the 1970s and 80s, major gravel extraction occurred near 
the Scout trailhead on what at the time was Kodzoff land. Thanks 
to the work of SEALTrust, this property was transfered to the City 
in July 2003. 

Spruces on Outer Ridge expanded along the margins of estab-
lished groves, but for the most part, new groves did not appear 
in places where trees were absent in 1962. An exception is The 
Aisle, and neighboring groves along the river. Brien Daugherty 
says when he was a kid in the 1960s, the future Aisle spruces 
were only chest high, so they wouldn’t show even in stereo on 
the 1962 images. Forester Al Harris explained that these trees all 
came in together when Ackerman stopped mowing for hay. 

You can detect 3 color bands in the goosetongue flat on the 
1984 imagery. These correspond to the subcommunities on 
my 1983 map. More detail on salt marsh transitional habitats is 
provided on page xx.

Outer Ridge 
in July. 
'Meadow 
capture' has 
secured the 
beach ridges 
against 
spruce 
invasion, 
except along 
expanding 
edges of 
reproductive 
groves.

 1984
 1983
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2013  Right-side photo did not extend 
north to the river, so that portion of this 
pair cannot be viewed in stereo.

Most striking changes since 1984 are: 
1) disappearance of Dabbler Lagoon, 
2) removal of the spit enclosing the 
sedge flat by river erosion, and—oddly, 
in between these 2 eroded beaches—
outward building of the meadow commu-
nity at Undermine Grove.  

Between scout road and the Goose-
tongue Flat is a belt of ryegrass about 
200 feet wide. In the 1984 photos it was 
only about 30 feet wide.

 2013
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Four years at Dowitcher Slough 
Change between 1979 & 84 was dynamic where glacial outflow alternately 
erodes and dumps. Sedges built deep beds of interwoven rhizomes and silt 
in this appendix, persisting >50 years without major disturbance.1 In the late 
1970s, it was just attaining full cover.

A)  Point where Dowitcher Slough used to exit

1  By digging several pits we could measure rate of root-bed buildup. According to salt marsh ecologist 
John Thilenius, Lynbye sedge can handle a centimeter of silt burial per year, sending out new rhizomes 
into fresh deposits. In the 1980s, botanist Cathy Stone told me there was only about a foot of fines over 
much coarser material here. That makes sense given the dynamism of this river delta, where the channel 
and associated deposition zones never stay put in any one location very long. 

 1984 1979

B)  Bare mud; compare to 1984 photo, when sedges had increased cover-
age. Circular patches in the 1979 photo are expanding sedge clones.

C)  North bar was temporarily free from river erosion. By 1984 the main chan-
nel was cutting into it. Today, there's no raised bar separating the river from the 
sedge flat.

D)  The Crossover, where Sedge and Goosetongue Flats connect at high 
tide.

E)  Oldest of outlying spruce groves, visible on the 1929 oblique.
F)  Freshly abandoned borrow pit. Mostly revegetated by 1984.
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57 years at the Crossover
On this and 2 following pages, aerials are precisely aligned to allow toggling in Acrobat. Place a 

pencil on any point of interest. Then, with keyboard arrows, or one mouse-roller-click, jump back 
and forth between 1962, 2001 and 2019.

A) Hilly Groves. In 1962 there was a crescent of bare sand, first noted on 1929 aerials. Mounds 
were probably of human origin, but clearly old. By 1984 bare sand was colonized by spruce, and 
today there’s a vigorous grove here.

 1962

 2001

Succession at Asx'ée
In the Fall 2004 issue of Discoveries, I wrote an article 
called Nexus: Estuaries of Southeast Alaska. (Carstensen, 
2004) An estuary is the nexus of its watershed. At Eagle 
Beach, the nexus of the nexus is the Cross-over, on right—
the point where Sedge and Goosetongue Flats connect on 
extreme high tides. During my tenure, a 17 or 18 foot tide 
would force hikers to wade here, turning the outer ridge 
briefly into an island. Today—2020—it probably requires 
a 19-footer; I haven’t experienced a really high tide here 
since the 1990s. 

On 2001 and 2019 aerials, note how suddenly the 
ryegrass edge terminates at D. These are the edges of large 
clones, advancing out into the flats with uplift and decreas-
ing tidal frequency. Because ryegrass grows so densely it’s 
easy to detect on air photos. 

But there are two other tall grass species that extend out 
into the flats—hair grass and squirrel-tail grass—and these 
are harder to map from imagery. The Goosetongue Flat 
is quite anomalous among Southeast salt marshes,1 but in 
regard to grass expansion with glacial rebound, it shares a 
liability with many others I've examined; loss of valuable 
low marsh habitat to a subcommunity with much lower 
value to fish, waterfowl, and grazing mammals. Following 
is an effort to document this successional trend. 

1 Goosetongue is normally found in narrow bands on shingle beaches. Never 
have I seen anything close to this extent of Plantago in Southeast salt marshes, 
which are typically siltier, giving the edge to Carex. 
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 2001

B) Hard to tell on the 1962 B&W how complete sedge cover 
was. Preceding Dowitcher series indicates it was fully estab-
lished by 1979. 

C) The Cross-over. The 1910 map (p xx) shows a distribu-
tary of the river entering Goosetongue Flats here. 

D) This swale was part of that original channel. Note 
distinctive path on 2001 aerial, not present when I left in 1992, 
from mountain bikes, which leave a more distinctive trail than 
foot traffic. 

E) In the early 1980s there was a single spruce sapling 
outside the road here. Wolves peed on it, recognizing the 
Cross-over merited ceremonial acknowledgment. Today, 
there’s a continuous band of spruces, in places blocking view 
of the flats.

F) Scoutmaster John Tibben named this stand Cathedral 
Grove in the 1960s when it was more open. Today, canopy is 
closed.

G) Crossbill Grove, already present on 1929 aerials. The 
1962 photo suggests it became established on a root pad, 
probably a driftlog washed down in times of higher sea level.

PS, 2018: According to my 1-foot contours from 2013 LiDAR, 
the Crossover still connects on about an 18.5-foot tide.  
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 2019
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Data form 
prepared for 

percent-cover 
quadrat estimates 

on transect A-B, 
above. Because 
species diversity 
is low in the salt 
marsh, this is an 

ideal place to 
train beginners 
in plant ID and 

methods of habi-
tat quantification. 
Charts on follow-

ing page show 
cover changes by 

elevation, aver-
aged for 5 teams.  

1998 transect with Clay Good
Clay Good’s JDHS Oceanography class overnighted 
at the Scout camp in May 1998. He was looking for a 
meaningful sampling project, so I recommended we 
establish what would become a permanent transect 
across the Goosetongue Flat. On this transect, we 
measured percent cover of vascular halophytes on plots 
of known tidal elevation. Measuring from the high 
tide mark, we used hand-levels to stake out further 
elevations on transect A-B (map, next page). All quad-
rats between the staked 14 and 15 foot tidelines were 
considered to be in the 14.5-foot elevation class, and so 
forth.

Plant cover was estimated within 0.1m2 quadrats in 
these 6 elevation classes. Students worked in 5 teams, 
some doing the veg work and others measuring distance 
of each plot from a laser rangefinder target placed at 
point A. Percent cover for each species was averaged 
for the 5 plots in each elevation class, with locations 
randomized by throwing a stick over the shoulder.

It's been 20 years since Clay's class collected these 
data. At 0.8 inches rebound per year, land has risen 
about 16 inches. Along with clonal expansion of grass-
es—naturally aggressive species even independently of 
changes to tidal duration—this should be creating rapid 
advance, pinching goosetongue and other succulent 
halophytes ever more tightly against Honker Slough. I 
look forward to remeasuring our plots on Transect A-B.

Meanwhile, in Acrobat, toggle between this page and 
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the previous, comparing elevations as modeled for 2013 with the contours we 
keyed to observed tidal heights in 1998. 

In the interrim between 1998 and 2018, LiDAR acquisition allows us to 

map tidal topography at a resolution previously available only to expen-
sive and labor-intensive autolevel surveys. I can now easily create one-foot 
contours for the marsh, above. Of course, these are moving targets, already 

 1998
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(as of 2018) ~4 inches lower than when the LiDAR was shot in 2013. If that doesn't 
sound like a lot, consider how much horizontal migration it entails on a surface as flat 
as Goosetongue Flat. In the vicinity of the 16-foot contour, 4 inches rise means about a 
hundred feet of run.  

Quadrat work in conjunction with a low-elevation drone survey, stitching sub-centi-
meter-pixel orthomosaics for Sedge and Goosetongue Flats, could build a wonderful 
baseline for future studies of salt marsh succession at  Asx'ée.  Flying low enough, I can 
envision orthophotos detailed enough to identify the larger halophytes to species. 

 2013

One foot contours from LiDAR DEM. Hillshade over colorized raster, 
with breaks at key tidal and supratidal elevations. Bold blue line is at 
20.8 feet, where the Corps of Engineers defiines 

Extreme High Water for the Juneau Area. Upper limit of bright 
green is at 32 feet above today's sea level. That's where highest 
tides reached at maximum Little Ice Age marine intrusion. Until 
receipt of the LiDAR DEM I speculated this line would be higher out-
the-road than near downtown, because uplift rates are supposedly 
somewhat higher there. But throughout the CBJ a small wave-cut 
terrace can be found at around 32 feet on the bare-earth hillshade. A 
better example follows on the hillshade for Beaver Quad. 
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low marsh 
species high marsh 

species

Changes in percent cover over 6 one-foot elevation classes for species of 
the low marsh (left)  and high marsh (right). Note on preceding data form that 
distance from Point A was also recorded. When we eventually remeasure this 
transect, plots can be placed at those same (now-higher) locations, allowing 
us to assess change in plant cover over time. Of course, the plots could have 
been more useful if buried rebar were placed for relocation with metal detector. 
But we didn't do too badly for a high school citizen science project.
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Terrace mapping with Josh 
McCabe, 1987
In August 1987, Josh McCabe was home 
from McCallister College, and wanted 
to do a mapping project for his envi-
ronmental ed class. I’d been wanting to 
take a closer look at elevations on the 
raised Little Ice Age (LIA) terrace behind 
my caretakers cabin. We borrowed Dan 
Bishop's autolevel and after several day’s 
surveying, created this one-foot contour 
map. It was the first and only time I super-
vised such a survey, complete with turn-
ing points and multiple base stations, and 
I was quite proud of it.

Now, of course—as with the previous 
examples for Goosetongue Flat—I can 
generate more accurate 1-foot contours in 
minutes from the LiDAR elevation model 
without setting foot in the field. Toggle 
from this page to the next to compare. In 
theory, over the 26-year interval between 
mappings, at an uplift rate of 0.8 inches 
per year, land should be nearly 2 feet 
higher. 

Of more lasting utility were our tree-
coring data, as related to height above 
extreme high water. You still can't core 
a tree from your computer—takes elbow 
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grease. I've lately been assuming that oldest 
trees on raised LIA surfaces 

Toward the end of Josh’s stay, I got 
distracted by a visit from Cathy Pohl (which 
lasted 31 years-and-counting). One day, we 
got back to the cabin and found Josh’s back 
missing from my front porch. Thinking it’d 
been stolen, we sprinted out to the river in 
search of suspicious vehicles. 

Turned out the thief was not human but 
ursine; a black bear had borrowed the pack 

Left: Boar's head Inn, my home for 12 years: 8 solo, 4 with Cathy. From left to right: Dan Simber-
loff, his partner Mary Ann (?), Edwin Carstensen, Judy Hall, me cooking lunch on the porch cole-
man. Food odors were probably what lured the bruin who borrowed Josh's pack in August, 87.

1988

2013

Cabins are not from LiDAR. WSI's 
bare earth algorythm subtracts them. 
I replaced em from concurrent orthos; 
those under canopy are speculative.
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Left:  Alfreda the brown 
bear on path below 
Eagle Quad. Photopoint 
arrows on aerials, right. 
Sitka alders were just 
leafing in this May slide.

Right: 29 years of 
succession at the 
former caretaker 

cabin. Pale trees on 
2013 image are Sitka 
alders.   Retaking the 

Alfreda photo would 
make a nice succession 

sequence.

 2013

 1984
 1990

and dragged it back into the woods. Delicately teased open some of the sidepocket zippers but 
otherwise left it completely intact. I don’t think there’d been much if any food in it. 

Two years later, in autumn of 1989, a young brown bear moved to Asx'ée. For reasons since 
forgotten, Cathy and I named him Alfred. He pretty much behaved himself and we found no 
evidence in scats of human foods. 
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